
Ensure dogs display a current registration tag

All dogs must be kept on a short leash at all times and under control, your dog must not bark or

lunge at the public.

At all times be aware of other dogs in the area, ensuring that your dog remains under control

and well behaved at all times.

Be over 18 or supervised by an adult

Provide enrichment for the animal, fresh water, a towel or blanket for bedding, a toy or

something to prevent boredom

Limit your time to 2 hours and take regular breaks 

Not take your dogs’ indoors without prior permission unless they are service dogs 

Your dog's health and wellbeing is important - if your dog is showing signs of discomfort whilst

fundraising, contact your supervisor immediately to cover your area. Alternatively,

arrangements can be made to leave your bucket temporarily with a store representative while

you take your dog home.

There will be a max. 1 dog per person collecting at a site. No dogs will be placed together at a

site that don't already know each other and get on.

If an ADNZT staff member is uncomfortable with your dog collecting, you will be asked to take

them home. Please do not be offended, we simply want to make sure that no dogs are

uncomfortable collecting and that the public is comfortable with our collection presence at all

times.

Guidelines to fundraising with your pet;

Isn’t fully vaccinated

Is scared of children

Doesn’t like being touched

Is unwell

Is nervous in large crowds

Is not well mannered

Growls when protective or suspicious

Nips or bites when provoked

Barks at strangers

YOUR  PET CANNOT ATTEND IF IT;

Is fully vaccinated

Enjoys meeting new people

Is tolerant of children

Loves being touched

Is healthy

Is well socialised

Is well mannered

YOUR PET CAN ATTEND IF IT;

ADNZT Guidelines for 
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